
Dear Howard, 	 7/23/76 
Early and late this is one of those days. I'll go to bed early and get an early start again, as I did at 4:45 this a.m. The work went well in spite of the affronts, 

some of which hit me in the face as soon as I was up. Toward the end of the afternoon, as sometimes happens, these supports get out ofmadjustment, I can't get adjusted correctly, and they make me quite weary. I don't feel like doing anything then. I did a little reading today and the stack of unread clips is a bit smaller. 
I've come to believe that one factor in the bad fitting is as combination of heat and humidity, not yet either alone. It rained all day and they were not uncomfortable. It stopped reining, grew hot and sticky, and discomfort. The temperature is not as high with the dark and they are less =mit uncomfortable Although it remains sticky. 
When it is warm I wear loose shorts, which lets the air circulate some. But not from the crotch to the toes, which are encased in tough, elose-fitting sup2orts. They alone 

are hot. Skin-tights. 
One of this morning's offenses had to do with a set that needed washing. I'm solving that by getting a third set on the 30th, when I'll be measured for a replaceeent. I washed them after the set I was wearing got wet in the rain. I wore then wet. No big deal washing them. I do when Lil is away or I an but when she is home she wants to and then creates situations where she can't. like going to bed very early last night while I was still wearing them. And not recording the outgoing packages and leaving the money with them for the mailman. This means I had to make three 1000-foot trips in the rain when it was too warm for trousers, before the rain coiled it off. Once to get the paper, once to take the mail out, once to get it. If I say anything it makes a scene. Tomorrow I'll just put my letters in the box and let the rest rot. Today's packages have been done for hours. I do them, although she can, because she has trouble with her hands. But the accumulation of these really petty things is oppressive. 
The early start was goad. It enable me to complete notes oar the recent batch of stuff from Civil Rights on the King assassination. 6/3 we filed a motion to compel. This ees the only response. But the stuff is rich. BUSI as you are I did not make a carbon for you. Of the very much it includes there is an open-and-shut case of perjury about which the AUSA has also lied in court repeatedly; a description of the contents of en index for which we'd asked so compliance could be addressed - and now I have it by accident and it proves deliberate non-compliance and again perjury; proof the FBI knew it had pictures of the scene of the crime when it swore to having none. On and on. Even reason to believe that some of its information came from thee"defense," probably Huie. They have a 22-page list of "actions," not one having to do with the crime they are about, and prior to the appearance of nuie's artitles what he got from Ray and did publish, but not until after elk of this had been put together. Also many leads on more withholdings-and they knew. Jim will have my notes on it in the a.m. and we'll see if he is now ready to take firm steps incourt to punish and ask rectification and redress. I've started keeping timme records for this I'm frankly astounded at how it accumulates. If they don t teach you in law school, learn before you start practise and make it a habit mt or You'll not 

this 
piid for much of your time. Today I posted six tires each of less than an hour on this one case. And I may have forgotten some. I had most of it done before today. This is generally the yield of steadfast pressure. I think i sent you the CIA letter, which is long for pressure and for a record. Lm factually correct so what can they do? It takes much time but it works and the pressure is making them disgorge in other ways. do slip up but I keep catching them,as in the requests not yet acenowledged after trey sent me along meld letter supposedly listing them all by number. Each time I write I note one not yet acknolwedged. This is the way I caught the FBI pretending I had not asked for the files on me. (By their own representation of schedule their time has expired. That was October. Each time I add a new, legit. request.opey know now that I'll get to them all. gy the time you have time I'll have thousands e duplicated Pages you can borrow.I see wotthwhile non-ficjdon Strangelovian novels in some. About a fifth is done There is going to be more. They are reviewing; their 1967 review (CIA) and I have a separate reouest for it, kx in addition to everything on eFK -all. 



They are making a new inventory. I'm probably not the only one who complained but 
I did. They have released many more picture, probably not all of the CE237 man but of 
him quite a number. Bud has them. 'im told me this evening. l'te has received a thousand 
more pages 1  have not yet received. 	offered me copies and I asked Jim to pay for two 
sets, which will give me one to lend to you when you have time, one for aim, and the 
set I get from then. I've taken to keeping an intact set the way I receive it and using 
another an a working set, marking it up. But the work on the suits has prevented this 
for some time. 

I've already filed an appeal on the masking on what has been released. We use 
some ef.this in interrogatories. I ask them the names they've masked. And I'm right. 
This appeal is one of the unacknowledged. When I evemee the new batch and come to what 
is injudiciously masked I'll do the same thing. 

While it can t all go the way it has been in court lately now is the time to push. 
We may blow some Hinds yet. 

I guess this is more or less of an update. 
The Feller rview is the stink of long ago, a phoney liberal hung up on Warren who 

is nasty and irresponsible but tosses a few anchors to the wind. 
In tins you'll give me the details of what I've lived through, tnis time with your 

publisher. I feared it long ago. I dan,t know what the "best effort" clause really means. 
In practise it never meanswhat it saye. Hewever, it is the means by which I obtained a 
1040 settlement plus interest and costs out of court ob Frame-Up and the unpaid advance. 
There is always Expx a publisher risk in going to court on it, remember. In your case 
I can tell you how you could have had about 50 FM stations airing you by phone as well 
as AMs with larger audiences. It they have any p.r. people they have to know this. They 
were intimidated because Today did not fight to gat you. 

Viscott impressed me and not only because of his apearent common sense. I'd like to 
be able to talk to him some time but Boston is far away. e has a fine agent but let me 
warn you. "e was against this subject many years ago, when he was just starting. o had 
then just place aersh's VN exposes. Be was thou a friend if Ian, whose Cobber is making 
the night unholy an he barks against all the lightening and thunder. We have him for a 
month. Ian introduced us and then in Ler absence plugged. I phoned a number of times and 
never a callback. 

Be is David Obst. 243 reps Woodstein, too. Until about a year ago he and Taylor 
B̂ranch lived together, from what `ranch told we,If wocdward hears he will badmouth. 
gracch was deceitful with me. After he left. Obst won t likely fool with anything he 
does not believe can make a best-seller. Not now. Later he'll have to. he is too loaded 
now. But unless Final Days makes a movie S&S won't make much, if anything, anu nothing 
unles-E. the paperback sells very well. They put out too euch. I've forgotten about some 
of the other stuff he's place. But Le is able and right now he's on top. Try hie on 
the cold-war book. But remember ha is one of the upwardlt mobile who is currently upward. 

I do understand and agree with your position on your time. i have an idea now. There 
is new also no immediate prospect of my setting to AO, much as I sant to. 

I'llhold the Aechives letter until I can gay ate,eetion. You may have more soon., 
anyway. 

Best to you both, 



7/16/76 
Dear Harold, 

Your recent letters, incl. good news on spectro, arrived today. I 
am sorry about the long silence, but, as you may have guessed, it is 
simply because I am so busy. (No, nothing you wrote Jerry Ray offended 
me--at least, nothing I've had time to read, which includes your 
reference to Reagan's cabinet.) More than ever before, my time is not 
my own. It is all I can do to keep up with classes, class prep., 
executive editing, meetings, work,and the other incidentals, like 
travelling to Jacksonville to interview with a Judge on the 5th Cir. 
Also add real bad problems with publisher, who is a fink and who has 
finally come out of closet as an unprincipled, full-scale rip off artist. 
It's causing me grief and extra troubles, but I'll elaborate/ later. 

I'll be writing Dave drone today, also. 

Re Agent OSWALD, as my schedule now stands with job prospects in 
'June of '77, it would bei preferable if I went to school this fall. 
To do the book, I give up 000 a month from my father (for 4 moths) and 
my job, $4.00/hr, 15hr/wk. So, to make it worthwhile for me, I'd have to 
get this and more to take the time o;:. If you get in a position where 
you can make me an offer like that (incl. research & travel expenses) 
I would do it. Much as I would like to, please understand that the 
situation now is that, in terms of my future plans, doing it would mean 
some sacrafice for me. Is there any good prospect yet? 

I sopke to a fed. practice expert about my doing depositions, and he 
felt pretty strongly that I couldn't unless I was adm itted to the bar. 
He said we could try, but surely the other side would object, perhaps 
on unauthorized practice of law grounds, and they would almost certainly 
be upheld by the judge. However, he said that there is nothing to 
stop me from being present and advising the att'y doing the questioning. 
I am willing and anxious to do this, if such an arrangement is suitable 
to Jim. If he wants, I will need to be briefed (him, too). 

I will think about what depos to take, what Q's to ask, etc. 

I'm sorry that I must be so brief right now. I'm facing a really 
impossible week, with deadlines coming up, important meetings, and, 
at the worst time, 8 hours of driving class to which I was sentenced 
by a rotten judge after I was involved in an accident (not serious, 
not hurt). Also, please forgive my not calling when I was in 
Washington. I didn't know the stations had such en arrangement, and 
was considering calling, but I didn't get to my hotel until close-to 
10 and I dropped right off to sleep. Thanks for the tape, but sorry to say, 
it didn't record! I'll return soon. David Viscott, who was also on the 
show, was quite impressed with me, thinks my publisher is insane, and 
wants to recommend me to his agent, who is also Woodward/Bernstein's. 
He thinks I have a great future. 

I am very sorry to hear about the problems with Lil, but their getting 
worse seemed inevitable to me after my last 2 visits; now, as then, I 
see no real prospect for a solution short of one that seems unacceptable. 
I was distressed at this Kabek business, especially that you would have 

had him back in your house, whatever his assurances to you. Unless there 
was some great benefit you expected to derrive, I think it was reprehen- 

sible for you to let him come again. Duane & I send our best to both. 
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